SUMMARIES

Zamaleev А.F. “A chance” in the fate of a genius. – The article examines
the conditions that influenced Lomonosov’s genius to appear. Among them
there are the spirit of enterprise of non-serf peasants lining in the North of
Russia and contacts with Old Believers.
Keywords: Russian philosophy, Lomonosov, Old Believers
Yemelyanov B.V. Lomonosov’s theoretical heritage: three centuries of its
actualization. – Lomonosov’s contribution to science and Russian culture is
analyzed. The author systematizes evaluations given to Lomonosov’s work
by various researchers from A. N. Radishchev and A. S. Pushkin to contemporaries.
Keywords: Russian philosophy, Lomonosov, history of science
Osipov I.D. A synthesis of nationality and culture in Lomonosov’s
works. – The author shows the importance of Lomonosov’s versatile works
and personality for Russian nationality and culture. Lomonosov’s patriotism
and his ability of synthesizing humanities and sciences made it possible for a
new paradigm of Russian culture to appear.
Keywords: Russian philosophy, Lomonosov, synthesis of humanities and
sciences
Rybas A.E. Lomonosov and philosophy of science in Russia. – It is proved
that Lomonosov’s works determined the development of philosophy of science in Russia. It is demonstrated that the principles of “scientific philosophy” which were formulated by Russian empiriocritics had been used by
Lomonosov as well.
Keywords: Russian philosophy, philosophy of science in Russia
Komarov V.D. Lomonosov’s philosophems. – Lomonosov’s works are analyzed by means of finding out his philosophems which are defined as units
of philosophizing to mark the separate forms of the universal in their development. As to theoretical philosophy, there are ontological, epistemological,
historiosophical, and anthropological philosophems: in practical philosophy
there are praxiological and humanitarian philosophems.
Keywords: Russian philosophy, Lomonosov
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Korobkova S.N. Lomonosov’s works in the context of Russian science of
the 19th c. – The author shows the influence of Lomonosov’s ideas on natural sciences in Russia in the 19th c. Various evaluations given to Lomonosov’s impact by Russian scientists are discussed to conclude that Lomonosov
is a very considerable figure both for Russian science and worldview.
Keywords: Russian philosophy, Lomonosov, natural sciences
Nikonenko V.S. Radishchev about Lomonosov. – The author analyzes
A. N. Radishchev’s «Essay on Lomonosov», the first investigation of the
works of the founder of Russian science. It is proved that Radishchev’s conclusions drawn more than three hundred years ago are still actual.
Keywords: Russian philosophy, Lomonosov, Radishchev
Troitskiy S.A. Lomonosov on art. – The article provides a look at Lomonosov’s views on art influenced by Ch. Wolff’s philosophy. The intellectual, ideological, and philosophical contexts of Lomonosov’s works are analyzed.
Keywords: Russian philosophy, Lomonosov, Ch. Wolff’s philosophy
Shaposhnikov L.E. A look at Lomonosov. – It is proved that Lomonosov
gave foundations for Russian style of scientific work which involves thorough investigation, educational activity, practical application of new knowledge, principles of historicism, understanding nature and society as an interdependent whole.
Keywords: Russian philosophy, Lomonosov, Russian culture
Ivanova E.S. Lomonosov is a genius of world importance. – The author
writes about Lomonosov’s contribution to world science and describes the
holiday events which took place in Freiberg to celebrate the three hundredth
anniversary of Lomonosov birth. The article touches upon the issue of modern scientific and philosophical cooperation between Russia and Germany.
Keywords: Lomonosov, scientific cooperation between Russia and Germany
Shumeyko L., Kreyndlina G. Lomonosov’s days in Marburg. – The holiday events which were held under the aegis of Marburg Council Culture
Department to celebrate the three hundredth anniversary of Lomonosov birth
are described. The authors deal with the international conference convened
in Marburg in honour of the great Russian scientist.
Keywords: Lomonosov, scientific cooperation between Russia and Germany
Kurhinen P. Lomonosov and Finnish science. – The article shows how
Lomonosov’s scientific activity and that of Russian Academy of Sciences
influenced the development of science in Finland and helped Finnish people
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to find the principles of national and cultural identification. Some parallels
between Lomonosov’s activity and that of Johan Wilhelm Snellman are
drawn.
Keywords: Lomonosov, scientific cooperation between Russia and Finland
Bulatov А.А. Scientific accents in Lomonosov’s philosophy. – Lomonosov’s philosophy is characterized in the context of knowledge (science
as knowledge), epistemological (science as cognition), activity (science as a
cognitive activity), and sociological (science as a social institute) aspects of
science.
Keywords: Russian philosophy, Lomonosov, philosophy of science
Shelofast R.А. Motivation to act. – Some lines from Lomonosov’s “Ode to
thank Elizabeth” are commented to conclude that Lomonosov was anxious
about the fate of his Motherland, his people, and Russian science.
Keywords: Russian philosophy, Lomonosov
Vyzhletsov G.P. Dostoyevsky’s spiritual anthropology. – The essence of
philosophy of man as it can be found in Dostoyevsky’s works is revealed.
The author insists that Dostoyevsky is of great interest for modern philosophy because of his prophecies about the fate of Russia and Russian spirit
being grounded on his experiment carried out on the soul of Russian man,
the owner of this spirit.
Keywords: Russian philosophy, anthropology, Dostoyevsky
Putina Е.М. The problem of “another Self” and A. I. Vvedensky’s
“critical metaphysics”. – The author retraces the criticism of subjectivity
from Kant to Avenarius in order to analyze A. I. Vvedensky’s philosophy in
this context. A. I. Vvedensky was a Russian follower of Kantian philosophy,
and he attempted a difficult task to prove possibility of metaphysics departing from Kant’s doctrine of the primacy of pure practical reason.
Keywords: Russian philosophy, Kantian philosophy, subjectivity
Korobkova S.N. S. A. Suvorov’s doctrine of realism. – The main concepts
of philosophical realism are analyzed by means of S. A. Suvorov’s article
published in “Essays on realistic worldview” (1905). The author finds similarities between Suvorov’s realism and philosophy of life.
Keywords: Russian realistic philosophy, Suvorov
Melikh Y.B. B. V. Yakovenko’s pluralistic bolshevism. – The article provides an analysis of B. V. Yakovenko’s doctrine of transcendental pluralism
and his theory of bolshevism. It is proved that this theory absolutely differs
from the practical realization of Bolshevistic ideas in Russia.
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Keywords: Russian philosophy, bolshevism, Yakovenko
Neverova Т.G. V. V. Nalimov’s probabilistic model of language. – The
author describes V. V. Nalimov’s probabilistic model of language which is
constructed by means of the logical structure of language and its ability of
interacting with underlying consciousness and alogical thinking.
Keywords: philosophy of language, Nalimov, probabilistic model of language
Zamalieva S.А. Philosophical grounds of Sigmund Freud’s psychoanalytic theory. – The author describes the main phases of evolution of Freudism and reveals its theoretical origins and philosophical foundations. It is
proved that Freudian range of problems is still actual for modern philosophy.
Keywords: psychoanalytic philosophy, Freudism
Strebkov А.I., Aldaganov М.М. The special features and state of Russian
conflictology. – The range of problems of modern conflictology is described
to prove that conflictology is a science. The authors analyze the notion of
social conflict which is considered to be the central one in conflictology. The
state of modern Russian conflictology is described.
Keywords: conflictology, social conflict
Shaposhnikov E.L. Orthodox assessment of the secular doctrines of human dignity and rights. – The article describes the position of modern leading Orthodox clerics as to secular understanding of human dignity and
rights. The author concludes that it is necessary to unite the energies of both
the faithful and atheists to establish a durable society in Russia which could
be able to develop in the positive direction.
Keywords: orthodoxy, human rights
Denisov А.D. Freudism in the works of the Bakhtin brothers. – Philosophical views of Mikhail Bakhtin and Nicolai Bakhtin are analyzed to determine their similarities and distinctions. It is proved that the brothers couldn’t
but devote their attention to studying Freudism. The author demonstrates the
specific character of interpreting Freudism in Russia.
Keywords: Russian philosophy, Freudism, Bakhtin
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